
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a security intelligence analyst.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for security intelligence analyst

Provide travel security and global risk analysis for worldwide operations
Monitor political, economic, terrorism and crime trends worldwide and,
where necessary, provide briefs on developments that may affect operations
or safety
Provide worldwide threat analysis reports, security updates, situation reports
(SITREPs) and in-depth analysis (should a situation arise) when appropriate
Produce written and verbal reports and analyses in logical and concise written
format for associates and management of the company both on routine and
ad-hoc assignments
Provides intelligence support and threat assessments in emerging markets to
ensure proper measures are implemented to mitigate the risks to assets and
associates
Manage intelligence efforts across a range of company activities including
Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT), Human-Intelligence (HUMINT), third-party
provider information/analysis subscriptions and other sources to complete
analysis and forecasting
Implement and ensure a Threat Condition Chart is current and
communicate/publish whenever there is a threat level change
Monitor travel worldwide, via a travel tracking program or travel agency
spreadsheets, and provide trip briefs and communicate alerts with associates
Independently conduct detailed analysis to produce timely analytical
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Support Corporate Security Investigations and Global Crisis Management
Program

Qualifications for security intelligence analyst

Strong understanding of web and VoIP protocols, attack methods/attack
footprints and troubleshooting
Strong knowledge of IDS, SIEM, WAF, case management, and related
operational processes and metrics
Experience conducting incident response and security investigations, with
ability to triage and prioritize investigation activities, and introduce incident
management best practices
Skilled in writing SQL queries
Understanding of various compliance and regulations for the protection of
customer personal information and credit card information
This role participates in on-call rotations


